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Astrophysics  with  
 four   MESSENGERS

Essentially all the information
we have on the Universe around us
has been obtained with photons.

The history of Astrophysics  is the
EXTENSION of the range of 
wavelength  available for observations

Photons

Neutrinos

Cosmic  Rays (p,e-,  p,e+, …)

Gravitational waves



 Astrophysics  with  
 Four   MESSENGERS

Photons

Neutrinos

Cosmic  Rays (p,e-,  p,e+, …)

Gravitational waves

A  New Messenger 
with very  different properties
that will allow  to 
“SEE”  the universe
in a profoundly different way



Astrophysics  with  
 Four   MESSENGERS

Photons

Neutrinos

Cosmic  Rays (p,e-,  p,e+, …)

Gravitational waves

Study the structure and 
 properties of the SOURCES

Study the Neutrino properties
(oscillations, decay...)



SPACE is  
FULL  of NEUTRINOS 

that come from a 
variety of sources

in a very broad 
interval of energies
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Neutrino Astrophysics  is  a very  diverse   field
that  extends   in a very broad  energy range

Cosmological neutrinos

“GZK neutrinos”

[Speculative neutrinos
  from supermassive particles
  decay] 

[…...]

IceCube signal

Galactic  point sources

“km3 concept”  (and extensions)



Neutrino  Astronomy (or Astrophysics)
has just been born  at the end of
the last Century 

TWO (+1)  ASTROPHYSICAL  OBJECTS 
have  been “seen” in Neutrinos”

 
SuperNova  SN1987A 

The SUN

The Earth:    Geophysical Neutrinos



SOLAR   NEUTRINOS

Source of Energy of the SUN  : Nuclear Fusion 

Energy Released per each Cycle 



NEUTRINOS  from 

SUPERNOVAE  EXPLOSIONS
(Gravitational Collapse)

Energy ∼ 30  MeV 

...  29.6   years  ago  ....



GEOPHYSICAL NEUTRINOS



The Cross Section  of the Neutrino 
is  VERY SMALL

PROBLEM :
Detection is Very Difficult
Require Very Large Detectors

OPPORTUNITY:
Neutrinos  come from
DEEP INSIDE  Astrophysical Objects



SN 1006 Crab Nebula

CEN AGRB 
970228



Victor Hess
before the balloon flight of 1912

Discovery of Cosmic Rays
Beginning of
High Energy Astrophysics

COSMIC   RAYS



 Gravitational Waves

4 Messengers   
for the study of the 
“High Energy Universe”

 Cosmic Rays, 
 Photons, Neutrinos 



Three messengers are “inextricably”  tied together
[Cosmic Rays, Gamma Rays, High Energy Neutrinos
can really  be considered as three probes  that study the 
same underlying  physical  phenomena]  

 Relativistic 
 charged particles



Neutrino Flavor Oscillations:

 Flavor eigenstates 

 Mass eigenstates

 (with well defined masses)  



Mixing Matrix

CP violating phase

3 mixing angles



 Neutrino Mass Hierarchy: 



Flavor transition probability

Neutrino created with flavor  
is observed at a distance L 
with flavor 



Flavor transition probability Neutrinos  created in
a volume   of linear size

Oscillating terms  average to zero









Possibility of 
“Modifications”  of the  neutrino  flux 
 during propagation.

Investigate :
Flavor Oscillations (with very long path-lengths)
Decay                     (with very long lifetimes)
 ........

Important difficulty:
Properties of the neutrinos at the source
must be sufficiently well understood.



What could one learn about   the neutrino properties
when astrophysical neutrinos are  finally detected ?

Extraordinary Long Baselines
  

Oscillations with very small Example:
[Pseudo-Dirac neutrinos
  mass doublets with tiny
  mass splitting]

Neutrino Decay  (9 orders of magnitude improvement)

Neutrino  cross sections at very high energy





Fundamental  Mechanism:
Acceleration of Charged Particles
to  Very High Energy   (“non thermal processes”)
in astrophysical objects (or better “events”).

Creation of Gamma Rays  and Neutrinos
via  the interactions of these relativistic charged particles.

“Hadronic ” “Leptonic ”



e±

p

High Energy Astrophysical  Source:

Astrophysical object (or “event”)  
that produces  (and for  some  time contains)
relativistic  particles

escaping
particles:  CR

Unavoidable 
gamma rays, 
neutrinos
emissions



Neutrino Emission
by proton-proton interactions

  via  production and decay
  of charged pions 

Smaller contributions
from the decay of
 Kaons
 +Charmed particles



Photon Emission
by Proton interaction

  via  production and decay
  of neutral  pions 

Smaller contributions
from decay of other particles



p



Hadronic mechanism:
(emission of photons  by proton interaction).

A proton  in the source has a probability of interacting  
in a time dt :

Relativistic protons
Population in the source.

expect (in most cases)
a power law spectrum

 Gas  density in the target proton-proton
inelastic cross section



Flux observed at the Earth

Number of  neutrinos  of energy
produced in an interaction 
of a proton  of energy





“Scaling function”

Convolution of the probability of creating
a neutral pion of a certain energy +
probability  that the pion decay into a photon
of energy 



Pion decay into photons:

Rest Frame 

Photons are emitted  isotropically
and  monochromatically   with a fixed energy.



Frame  where the pion
is moving



The spectrum of the photons has a 

“scaling form”



Functions of same shape



Neutrino spectra in pion decay





Inclusive distribution of pions 
Produced in proton interactions 





Two different  Energies    (100, 175 GeV) 

Fits of
form



Feynman Scaling

(only approximate  validity)

but very useful as “guide” 
(and with important consequences)



Inclusive distribution of pions 
Produced in proton interactions 

The convolution of  two scaling functions
is again a scaling function

Important consequence :

A Power-Law  spectrum of primary protons generates 
power law spectrum  of same exponent.



“Geometric 
 demonstration”



Weight all  contributions
with a  power Law

Sum all contributions:
obtain  power Law
of same exponent



 Number of photons
 emitted per unit time
 and unit energy 
 at energy Eg

=

 Number of protons
 in the source with
 Energy Ep

 Probability that
 one proton interact 
 per unit time

* *

 Number of photons 
 of energy Eg produced
 in the interaction of 
 a proton of Energy Ep





Approximations:

   v = c

change of
variables







Then to a reasonably good  approximation
the  neutrino and  photon emissions are  also power laws
with the same exponent.

IF the population of relativistic protons
inside an astrophysical source is  a power law
of exponent alpha







“Isospin symmetry”



Ratio  Neutrinos/Photon
(pion production dominated)



Ratio   Neutrino-Photon  (numerical  calculation) 



“Signature”  of the hadronic  mechanism:

The mass                       leaves  its “imprint”

on the photon spectrum

Look again to the decay spectrum





Low energy photons  can only be produced 
by High energy pions





[symmetry for “reflections”  around                        ] 



For the hadronic 
emission mechanism:

The photon spectra
at energies
          and

symmetric around

are equal.

Gamma ray spectrum as  convolution of the        spectra



High energy cutoff: 
                                     

 Reflects a possible cutoff in the
 Proton spectrum

Low energy cutoff

Consequence of 
The pion mass = 0.135 GeV



Result of the 
FERMI collaboration

SCIENCE   feb. 2013 

“Detection of the characteristic
 Pion-decay signature in 
 Supernova Remnants”



Reconstruction of the Proton population
Inside the two SuperNova shells



versus

Cross section



Energy threshold for photo-production:
(creation of a single pion):

Rest frame of the proton

Laboratory  Frame



Target photon distribution
has approximately a power  form:

Proton interaction probability per unit time:

 Interaction probability
 that grows with energy
 reflecting the  target photon 
 spectral shape 



Neutrino emission:

Spectral index of  the neutrinos
reflects the spectral indices
of the interacting protons
and of  the target photons



Signatures for a             mechanism
of neutrino production:

[Dominance of single pion production]



Neutrino Cross section 



 Gamma Ray Absorption:



Local (Solar neighborhood)   Radiation fields

Silvia Vernetto and P.L.  Phys.Rev. D  (2016) 



Radiation field in different points in the Galaxy



Density plot of the infrared radiation  energy density
in the Milky Way:

[The ISRF
(interstellar radiation field)
at infrared/optical wavelengths

 is dominated by
 the  Galactic emission
 for r < 25-30 Kpc ] 



Survival Probabilities for Gamma Rays 

Absorption pattern
has  two maxima

[from dust emitted
 radiation]

[from CMBR]





Survival Probabilities for Gamma Rays 

Gamma Astronomy

Possible only in a fraction
of the Galaxy
 

Gamma Astronomy

Possible in all Galaxy
 





1.  Muons  (above  few GeV)   reach the ground
     and lose their energy   before decay

2.  At high energy charged pions and kaons  
     have decay length  much longer   than the interaction 
     length:





































Decomposition of the diffuse Galactic flux

Bremsstrahlung

Inverse
Compton

decay





Angular distribution of the diffuse Galactic  emission





3rd  FERMI  Catalog

E > 100 MeV

3034  sources



3034  3rd catalog sources   [approximately 440  are galactic]



170  → 200 Sources 



HESS  survey of
Galactic Plane
[ICRC 2015]   77  “firm identifications”







Isotropic  (extragalactic)  flux







575   (31%)



Johannes Kepler, 
De Stella Nova in 
Pede Serpentarii 
(1606)



CAS A
(1667)

The SuperNova “Paradigm”  for CR acceleration

● ENERGETICS

● DYNAMICS  [Diffusive Shock acceleration]

Powering the  galactic
Cosmic Rays



Comparison  with ROSAT  observation

 HESS  Telescope 

Observations   with TeV  photons  

SuperNova RX J1713.7-3946



The CRAB  Nebula
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1 minute = 0.58 pc
 =  1.8 * 1018  cm 



M87



Superluminal Motions in microQuasars
in our Galaxy

GRS1915+105

Observations in radio

“Two  pairs of bright
  radio condensations”



The Galactic Center



M87



First object
imaged  with  
Cosmic Rays ?

CENTAURUS  A





xs





GALACTIC     

EXTRAGALACTIC   

Cosmic  Rays



Extragalactic Sources

Source  of ultra-relativistic  particles

(photons or neutrinos)  at redshift    z

Number of particles  emitted (isotropically)
per unit  time and  unit energy

Luminosity
of the source:



Flux from a source at redshift z :



Flux  observed at the Earth from this source:

“energy redshift”
“comoving distance”
 of the source  r(z)

 The  redshift    defines the time
 when  a particle was  produced

 For  linear  propagation of a massless particle 
 this also  determines the  space coordinate



Flux  observed at the Earth from this source:

“energy redshift”
“comoving distance”
 of the source  r(z)



 Bolometric  energy flux  from
 a source  at redshift z



 Flux  from  the sum of all extragalactic sources  

 Average emission 
 per unit time,
 unit volume,
 unit of energy 
 [at time t  (or redshift z)]  

All identical sources:

The generalization for  multiple types of sources
is  straightforward (summing over all “classes”
or types of  sources)_





Total  sum of  extragalactic sources:

Derivation assuming  linear propagation
of the particles [and no  absorption or energy losses
(except for the universal redshift effects)]

Alternative  (and simpler) derivation that is also  valid
For  non linear propagation (Cosmic Rays) 



Relation between an  isotropic flux 
and the (ultra-relativistic) particle density

Compute the density (now) of particles
need to integrate over the history of  the  injection





The “Olbers  (Kepler) Paradox”

Static, Homogeneous,  Euclidean space
Filled with  identical sources  of  Luminosity L  

Apparent  luminosity 
of a source ad distance R



Isotropic flux  generated by the ensemble
of all   (extragalactic) sources in the universe.





The 3-dimensional  lampposts ensemble  “paradox”
[Kepler – Olbers  paradox].

Linear sequence  of lamp-posts:

Most of the light you  receive
from  the nearest lamppost

3D ensemble of lampposts:
[Euclidean  static  space]

Light diverges !



“Resolved”  sources

Diffuse contribution

“horizon”

Relation between
The diffuse flux 
And the detected Point Sources





Resolved
sources

Contribution
of all unresolved sources





IceCube signal

 Gamma ray
 isotropic

Gamma ray
diffuse





 “Bubble” of  cosmic rays
  generated in the Milky Way
  and contained by  the  
  Galaxy magnetic field

  Space extension and 
  properties of this “CR bubble”
  remain very uncertain

Extragalactic
contribution



Galactic  Sources
Injection Q(E,x)
Containement
D(E/Z, x)   Diffusion 

Escape

Lifetime
Of a particle 

(high energy) Extra-galactic CR  crossing the Galaxy.



Piece of  extragalactic  space:  Non MilkyWay-like sources

Galaxy

Milky Way

AGN





IceCube  astrophysical neutrino   signal



Effects of absorption on the angular  distribution 
of the neutrinos





Excess  around the 
Galactic Disk  ?



IceCube signal

 Gamma ray
 isotropic

Gamma ray
diffuse



NEUTRINO 
POINT  SOURCES



Earth

 Multi-wavelength  
 observations

 Prediction 
 of the neutrino flux  
 from the observed photon flux
 [+ additional information]

Astrophysical  
source



Earth

Possible absorption in the source

Propagation effects (extragalatic)

Flavor oscillations
(good theoretical control)

 ENERGY
 EXTRAPOLATION 

Astrophysical  
           source



“Standard
  Source”



CRAB Nebula
SNR:  RX 1713.7 -3946  (SN 393A)
SNR:   R0952-4622      (Vela Junior) GALACTIC TeV catalog



extra-GALACTIC TeV catalog



Neutrino induced Muon
signal

Energy
Response:
Peak @ 20 TeV



From the Neutrino  Flux to the
Muon induced  signal. 



Line : 1 (muon event)/(km2 yr)

Galaxy
 z = 1Mrk 421/501

How many sources 
Are here ??!





Three Brightest sources in the TeV sky: 

                             2   young SNR 
                             Vela Junior 
                             RX 1713.7-3946 

 

CRAB NEBULA

 TeV  Galactic  Sources
 Measured by  HESS, MAGIC

Have  FLUX:

Flux (E
g 
> 1 TeV) =   0.11   - 2.1

UNIT :



TeV Photons in a
Cherenkov 
Telescope

Up-going muons
Neutrino 
telescope



Importance of  cutoff !!



BACKGROUND Atmospheric Neutrinos



Angular  Distribution  of the Neutrino – induced Muons



IF  TEV  emission  of the
Brightest TeV sources 
is of hadronic  nature 
 
detection with neutrinos
is within  reach .....

...but  

 NOT EASY !

Few  events / (km2 yr)





 Neutrino Mass Hierarchy: 





Electro-neutrino  event rate rate:



Sum:     Electron Neutrinos + Anti-neutrinos

[Large excess :  Normal Mass hierarchy
 Small excess :   Inverse Mass hierarchy



Sum:     Electron Neutrinos + Anti-neutrinos

[Large excess :  Normal Mass hierarchy
 Small excess :   Inverse Mass hierarchy



Indirect  searches   for 
DARK MATTER



Dark Matter detection 
with neutrino telescopes.

Accretion of  DM 
Particles in the Sun  (and Earth)



Annihilation
Rate

Number of neutrinos in the sun 

Capture
Rate

Annihilation
Rate-=



Energy Loss  Mechanisms for Protons:

NEUTRINO
PRODUCTION

Greisen-Zatsepin- Kuzmin  
(GZK) suppression



Proton Energy Evolution with Redshift
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Invisible in 
High energy Photons

Invisible in Cosmic  Rays

High  Energy Proton Horizon

“VISIBLE”
  with
  NEUTRINOS



Neutrino Astronomy:  
beyond the 
“Km3 concept”

 Radio, Acoustic,.....













Motivations for High Energy Neutrino Astronomy

1.  Separating the “Hadronic”  and “Leptonic”
     mechanism  for gamma ray   emission.
     
     Study of the separate populations of
     Electrons (positrons)  and protons/nuclei
     in astrophysical  sources.
 
    [Here the competition are  multi-wavelength studies
     (synchrotron  versus   Inverse Compton)

2.   Study of   “absorbed sources”
      where the gamma rays   cannot  reach us.
       (Extragalactic  sources E > 1 TeV)
       (GZK neutrinos)
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